
Bibliography & Essential Twitter Feeds 
 
Deborah Cameron, The Myth of Mars and Venus - a brilliant, dry take on how women and 
men use language and the myths around it. 
 
Henry Hitchings, The Language Wars - a readable and comprehensive overview of some of 
the ways in which English has been debated about and argued over ever since it came to be. 
 
Jean Aitchison, Language Change: Progress or Decay? - excellent for how language changes 
and what people think about it. Essential reading for Paper 2. 
 
Annabelle Mooney and Betsy Evans, Language, Society and Power (4th edition) - almost as 
useful as a 3rd textbook for this course. 
 
English & Media Centre, Language: a Student Handbook of Key Topics and Theories (aka the 
little red book) - put together for you to offer new angles and key ideas for most of the main 
areas you cover. Buy it or my puppies starve. https://www.amazon.co.uk/Language-Student-
Handbook-Topics-
Theories/dp/1906101191/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=english+and+media+centre+student+hand
book+language&qid=1567410592&s=books&sr=1-1  
 
Susie Dent, Modern Tribes - a very accessible and readable book with lots of great examples 
for work you will do on social groups.Worth dipping in and out of. 
 
Julie Coleman, The Life of Slang - while the slang material is really good in its own right, the 
discussion of how new language gets generated, how it spreads and why it gets picked up 
(or not) is very insightful. 

 
 
Essential Twitter feeds 
 
@Eng_Lang_UoB  - University of Birmingham Linguistics dep 
 
@LinguisticsGirl – excellent for short posts to check definitions of grammatical and 
lexical terminology 
 
@StanCarey – regular and accessible language blogs 
 
@writingwestmids – local events for writers of all ages 
 
@lexiconvalley – lively and interesting blog and podcast 
 
@GretchenAMcC – internet linguist useful for language and technology 
 
@MerriamWebster – brilliant short posts about words and meanings 
 



@wordspinster – one of our foremost linguists of gender of Oxford Uni 
 
@LanguageDebates – feed for A level English Language 
 
@Language_Today – language in the news 
 
@bgzimmer – linguist/lexicographer 
 
@wordorigins – very useful for etymology 
 
@EngLangBlog – aimed at A level students (AQA but lots of similar topics to OCR) 
 
@guardianstyle – proper language usage, can ask them questions 
 
@robdrummond – sociolinguistics lecturer at Manchester Met Uni 
 
@Babelzine – linguists magazine: we also have a subscription for this at school 
 
@davcr – David Crystal: the ultimate linguistics guru 
 
@lynneguist -compares British and American English 
 
@laymanslinguist – facts and stories about linguistics 
 
@susie_dent – interesting word origins 
 
 
 
Podcasts 
 
Michael Rosen's Word of Mouth 
Talk the Talk 
The Vocal Fries 
Lexicon Valley 
https://lingthusiasm.com/  
 
 
 
 


